
Core training for the family
No Exercise Description

1 Always do a quick warmup of running on the
spot, jumping skipping. Swinging arms,
windmills, hip circling touching the floor -
forward, centre and back, side lunges
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Dish lie arms in different positions, but the
aim is to keep the back on the floor at all

times. The position of the arms make the
exercise more ditficult
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3 Rock and roll
4
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Rocks - dish lie - lift feet and arms start with
easy position hand on hips ( in the rock you

can touch the floor to help with the rock)

Gradually move arms up tillyou can hold at
the ears
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Superman - hold
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Superman with swimming arms - must not
drop chest 1*
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Superman with touching partners hands to left
and right - must not drop chest
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To make a pancake

Egg

Flour
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10 Little bit of fun - one person calls - ;r. ;.

Lie on tummy, lift arms and feet ! i

Person says 1 roll to L then 2 rolls to R then 2 '

rolls to L then 1 roll to R and so on trying to
see if everyone is concentrating and knows f R

from L@
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Now partner work
ln push up opposite each other
Stay lifted and touch partners opposite hand
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Go into push up, moms and siblings can do
ladies push ups fathers and gymnasts do
correct push ups

Drop chest then push up and touch partner
opposite hand
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Using a ball Push up position then roll ballto
partner, use opposite hands

Now ball rolls to knee, can use hands to place

then knock it back to partner with the knee,

using opposites allthe time
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Sit in situp - feet together
Push against each other

Then bicycle ride against each other

Now keep feet together and throw ballto
partner

15 Rock and roll %
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Lie on back heads together take hands - it is
easier if you take your arms straight to side-
Lift legs to candlestick - up and down
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Lie on back and lift hips and hold
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Do log roll holding hands this depends on
space so maybe you willonly roll 2x to ea side

but repeat 4X


